
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Information Technology 

Specifications:

Max. cutting

Max. cutting height: 80

Hydraulic cutting, hydraulic pressing

PCB controlled

Clear display

Memory: 99

 

The Docucompany Ltd  

is the manufacturer of high 

quality print finishing equipment. 

We develop and produce our 

products in our own production 

plant and sell our products 

through our dedicated dealers 

worldwide. 

 

Faldo  

print finishing equipment 

 

The Docucompany Ltd 

Spectrum House 

Dunstable Road 

Redbourn 

Hertfordshire 

AL3 7PR 

United Kingdom  

E-mail : 

contact@faldo.eu 

The FALDO FO

pay for a mechanical cutter but with all the features to be found on more expensive 

machines. The advantages of the hydraulic operation are a faster clamping and 

cutting cyc

8cm cutting height, the FO

shops. Fully programmable with 99 memories, each with up to 21 steps. Large front 

table with high spe

gauge drive with slot

20KN. Clear ’at a glance’ information display and intuitive programming via the key

pad and including 

clamp for gauging/pre

Faldo
Print finishing equipment

Information Technology Solutions

Specifications: 

cutting width: 670mm 

cutting height: 80mm 

Hydraulic cutting, hydraulic pressing 

PCB controlled 

display 

Memory: 99 programms/each 21 steps 

Accuracy: 0,1mm

Eject function 

Easy to programm

Cm or inches 

Weight: 495kg

Power: 230V, 3.5

 

 

Faldo FO-678HP

Hydraulic paper cutter

The FALDO FO-678HP is an all hydraulic paper cutter at a price you would expect to 

pay for a mechanical cutter but with all the features to be found on more expensive 

machines. The advantages of the hydraulic operation are a faster clamping and 

cutting cycle with more clamping and cutting force. With a 67

8cm cutting height, the FO-678HP is ideally suited for the digital printer and copy

shops. Fully programmable with 99 memories, each with up to 21 steps. Large front 

table with high specification infrared safety light-guard device. Double guided back

gauge drive with slot-less rear table. Easily adjustable clamp pressure between 20 

N. Clear ’at a glance’ information display and intuitive programming via the key

pad and including eject function. Electronic foot-switch for independent control of 

clamp for gauging/pre-clamping. 

Faldo 
Print finishing equipment 

Solutions 

Accuracy: 0,1mm 

 

Easy to programm 

 

kg 

3.5Kw 

8HP 

Hydraulic paper cutter 

8HP is an all hydraulic paper cutter at a price you would expect to 

pay for a mechanical cutter but with all the features to be found on more expensive 

machines. The advantages of the hydraulic operation are a faster clamping and 

ing and cutting force. With a 67cm cutting width and 

8HP is ideally suited for the digital printer and copy-

shops. Fully programmable with 99 memories, each with up to 21 steps. Large front 

guard device. Double guided back-

less rear table. Easily adjustable clamp pressure between 20 – 

N. Clear ’at a glance’ information display and intuitive programming via the key-

switch for independent control of 


